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Abstract- The focus of this work is on multi-antenna systems
with arbitrary antenna array architectures. First, we propose
a multi-antenna channel model that encompasses many of the
existing models and study the capacity of such systems. We show
that capacity is achieved by pre-nulling the input signals along
the transmit array manifold with a transmit-SN R dependent
rank and power control. The rank of the optimal signaling
scheme is monotonically non-decreasing as SNR increases. Thus
our results generalize many known results in this area. Further,
we compute two explicit SNR values, plow below which rank-1
signaling and Phigh above which full-rank signaling are near-
optimal, respectively. Finally, with a focus on low-complexity
scalar signaling schemes, we propose a sub-optimal beamforming
approach that minimizes the statistical feedback necessary to
implement such schemes. While almost all works in this area
assume a genie-aided statistics acquisition process, we show
that the proposed scheme trades-off performance with statistical
feedback overhead attractively.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that multiple antennas at the transmitter
and the receiver can lead to substantial capacity gains over
single antenna communication systems. While initial results
in this area focussed on rich multipath modeled by channels
with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) entries,
realizing such gains in practice is critically dependent on
realistic channel modeling followed by a performance analysis
with low-complexity signaling schemes. We refer the reader
to [1] for a summary of work in this area.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Our focus in this paper is on a multi-antenna communi-
cation system with Nt transmitters and Nr receivers and the
following system equation:

y = Hx+n (1)

where y is the Nr x 1 received vector, x is the Nt x 1
transmitted vector, and n is the Nr x 1 additive white Gaussian
noise vector. The channel matrix H can be written as

H (a) J h(t,kkr kt)e-27tWar(kr)at(kt)Hdtdkrdkt
(b) >j p1e2PTi War (kr,Ai )atf (kt,f )

where W is the signaling bandwidth, ar (kr) and at (kt) denote
the Nr x 1 receive and Nt x 1 transmit array manifold,
and h(t,kr,kt) corresponds to the complex gain between
transmit direction kt and receive direction kr (both directions
measured with respect to the horizontal axes without any loss
in generality) at time t due to an impulse applied at time 0.
In (a), we have used the continuous channel representation

and (b) follows from the following discrete representation to
h(t, kr, kt):

L

h(t, k'r kt) = Epi6(t- Ti)6(kr -kr,f,)6(kt -kt,f,)
i=l

where Pi, Ti, kr,e,, kt,ef correspond to the complex gain, delay,
direction of arrival, and direction of departure of the i-
th resolvable physical path. The number of such resolvable
paths is assumed to be L. In wireless applications under the
non line-of-sight setting, the channel gains rapidly change
in time and frequency due to fading and with the widely
used wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS)
assumption, it is reasonable to model the complex gains of
the resolvable physical paths as independent complex normal
random variables with zero mean.

It can be shown that [2], irrespective of the antenna array
geometry and spacing, there exist Nt transmitter directions,
kt,, i = 1,. , Nt and Nr receiver directions, kr,, i
1, Nr such that H can be efficiently approximated as

N, Nt

H EEHang[i,j]ar(kr)a H(ktj)
i=l j=1

ArHangAfH (2)

where Hang = {Hang[i,j]} denotes the channel in the
angular domain with Hang[i,j] approximately independent
and complex normal with zero mean (because the underlying
h(t, kr, kt) are complex normal with zero mean). Thus, the
statistics of Hang are determined by the second moment of its
entries. At and Ar are spatial array matrices defined as

At [at(ktl), ,at(ktNt)] 7

Ar [ar(krl)... ,ar(krNv)]
While it may be possible to perform a Karhunen-Loeve type
decomposition of the channel H as in (2) with a scattering
environment-dependent choice of At and Ar, it is crucial to
note that the choices ofAt and Ar proposed in (2) are infact
independent of the scattering environment and are dependent
only on the antenna array geometry and spacing Moreover,
the choices of kt, and kr, are such that the matrices At and
Ar are non-singular.
We now illustrate the connections between the model in (2)

and the many stochastic MIMO channel models that have been
proposed in the literature. First, note that in the case ofuniform
linear arrays (ULAs) where with a choice of kt, and kr, that
leads to uniform sampling in the sin(kt) and sin(kr) domains,
respectively, At and Ar are the Fourier unitary matrices and
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we arrive at what is known as the virtual representation [3]. Proof
More generally, if At and Ar are only assumed to be unitary, rewritten as
we arrive at what is called as the canonical modeling frame-

=

work [4] (also called the beamspace approach in [5], [6]).
When the discrete model in (2) is generalized, we arrive at
the continuous modelingframework of [7]. On the other hand, where the
with At and Ar unitary and restrictions on the variances of 0, Tr(Q(Atf
Hang[i,j], we arrive at two well-studied channel models: 1) itive definite
A separability property leads to the Kronecker model, that log2 det (X
is, u72 = E[lHang[i,] 12] = Ar[i]At[j] for some At and defined A
Ar diagonal, positive semi-definite, and 2) The i.i.d. model Construct
corresponds to assuming 2 1 for all i,j. Thus, we see
that the various channel models that have been proposed in
the literature can be incorporated as special cases of (2). Q

While At and Ar turn out to be unitary in the case ofULAs, A
for a general array geometry and spacing, it is not necessary
that the columns of At and Ar are either orthogonal or even respectIvely.
that they are normalized to 1. In this general case, the only Theorem 1],
condition that has to be met by At and Ar are that they are E [lg2 det
non-singular. Perfect knowledge of At and Ar are possible a local optim
since these are scattering environment independent and can forward way
hence be learnt reliably at both the ends. On the other hand
assumption about the knowledge of {a2j = E[l Hang [i, j] 12]} i uita f
is reasonable if the channel statistics remain fixed for a shown in [8]
sufficiently long period of time so that this acquisition cost tation of Q0]
can be neglected. In the first part of this work, we will assume (SVD) of A
knowledge of a2 at the transmitter while in the latter part, weij ~~~~~~~~~~~~aswill explicitly incorporate the statistical feedback cost.

QO
III. OPTIMAL SIGNALING

The capacity C of the MIMO system with an array archi- where we ha
tecture characterized by the spatial array matrices {Ar, At} matrix in pa
is Qopt is a cor

C = sup E [log2 det (IN, + ArHangAH QAtHHgArH)] atrix of At2 ~~~~~~~~rnon-ULA ani
= sup E [lg2 det ((ArHAr) 1+ HangAtHQAtHang)]

QCQ Low- and I
+log2 det(AJAr). (3) in (5) is a

function ove
In (3), the optimization is over the set Q defined as Q {Q convex optin
Q >- 0, Tr(Q) < p}, the set of positive semi-definite input case of ULY
covariance matrices Q that satisfy a power constraint of P. beamforming
The following theorem addresses the question of the optimal capacity opt
input covariance matrix in (3). power signal

Theorem 1: Given that the transmitter knows At, Ar and More genera
the statistics of Hang, the optimal input covariance matrix is Qopt is non-
given by problems for

Consider .

Qopt A=AHDoptAt1 (4) form Q = A

where Dopt is a positive semi-definite, diagonal matrix that Sraint
solves the following convex optimization problem: SNR analog.

Propositioc
Dopt = arg max E [log2 det ((Ar'Ar) 1 + HangDHang)] (5) define j as

such that Tr(D(AHAt) 1) < p.

With a transformation Q = At QAt, C can be

[log2 det (INr + HangQHaHngArAr)] (6)

set Q is defined as Q {Q Q >-
At)-1) < p}. Note that for any pair of pos-
e matrices X and Z, the function f (Q) =

+ YQYH) is concave over the convex set A

{Q Tr(QZ) < p}.
two sets Q and A of positive semi-definite matri-
itive semi-definite, diagonal matrices:

{Q Q >- 0,Tr(Q(At At)-1) < p}
tD D >- 0, Tr(D(AHAt)-l) < pl,

Following identical lines to the proof in [8,
it can be shown that the global optimum of
IN + HangQHHngAAr)] over Q is met with
ium over A. Since this result follows in a straight-
from [8], we do not provide the details. U

mposition of Qopt: In the special case where At
rom (4) Qpt reduces to Qpt = AtD0ptAH as
In the more general case, the following interpre-

Pt is useful. Let the singular value decomposition
-t be At = UtAtVfH. Then, Qpt can be written

Pt = Ut (A- 1VHD,ptVtA 1) UH
UtUAUHUH

(7)

Ave assumed an SVD of the form UAkUH for the
trenthesis in (7). Thus, the eigenvector matrix of
mposition of two matrices: the left singular vector
followed by a skewing with U to correct for the

ray geometry. In the ULA case, check that UtU
Lt and A reduces to D,pt.
Vigh-SNR Extremes: The optimization problem
very standard problem: maximizing a concave
:r a convex set and hence many of the standard
rnization procedures are applicable. In the special
As, it is known that in the low-S N R extreme,
g to the statistically dominant eigen-direction is
timal while in the high-SNR extreme, uniform
ling across the rank of Hang is capacity optimal.
illy, in the intermediate-SNR regime, the rank of
-decreasing as p increases. We now consider these
r the more general channel model.
signaling with an input covariance matrix of the
-HDA-'1 with D diagonal subject to the power
D [j] (AHAt) -1 [j] < p. We begin with the low-

)n 1: Let a' denote the variance of Hang [i, j] and

= arg max i ti (EZ Ar[k,i] 2)
i (AHAt ) -Il [j]

(8)
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Further, define

A (AfH'At)-l[j*]
Plow Za2 * (Z Ar [k, jl 2) (9)

Also, let 'bf (p) and C(p) denote the average mutual informa-
tion achieved by beamforming (with Q = A -HDAt-1 where
D has only the diagonal entry in the j*-position non-zero) and
the capacity at an SNR of p. For any p < plow and x = p

Plow
we have

C(p) <_ log2 (e) x, ibf (p) _> lg2 (e) * (X -22). (10)
Thus, in the low-SNR extreme (that is, as p -) 0 and hence,
x -) 0),

C [(p)- Ibf(P)
I-bf (P)

In other words, beamforming along k* is optimal from an
ergodic capacity view-point.

Proof: No proof is provided here due to lack of space.
The readers are referred to [2] for details. U

Note that for the ULA case where At and Ar are unitary, j*
reduces to arg maxj Ei a2j and Q to AtDAtf, the optimal
transmit eigen-direction. This result is well-known in MIMO
literature; see [1], [8] etc. for more details. Also, under the
assumption that gik* = 1 for all i, Plow turns out to be 1
This characterization of Plow in the unitary {Ar, At} case is
also known from prior results on MIMO capacity; see [9]
which shows this up to an 0(1) term and [4] which shows
this using more precise results on tail probabilities of sums of
independent random variables.
We now consider the high-SNR extreme and show that

uniform power signaling is optimal.
Proposition 2: Let R denote the set of indices R {j

Zo(72 iAr[k,j]12) > 0}. Given any c > 0 and for
any p > Phigh where log(phigh) A log(jR), the difference
in average mutual information between the optimal scheme
(denoted by C(p)) and the uniform power signaling scheme
across R (denoted by 'eq (p)) can be bounded as

C(p) -Ieq(P) <

Ieq (P)
Thus, uniform power signaling is optimal from an ergodic
capacity viewpoint in the high-SNR extreme. e

With Ar unitary, IZ corresponds to IZ {j Ei 2 >
0}, that is, the essential rank of Hang as seen from the
transmitter. This result is well-known from the work in [8].
Thus, Propositions 1 and 2 provide the natural extension of
these results to arbitrary array geometries. Further, in the
unitary case, Phigh has also been characterized in [9] up to
an 0(1) factor.

IV. SUB-OPTIMAL BEAMFORMING STRATEGIES

In this section, we assume that we operate in the low-SNR
regime, p < Plow. Thus, the focus here is on the optimal
beamforming scheme. Further, for any SNR, p C (Plow, Phigh),
while the rank of the optimal signaling scheme satisfies 1 <

rank(D,pt) < Nt, from an (implementation) complexity point-
of-view, a scalar scheme like beamforming is preferred. In fact,
this is a principal reason why there is a significant interest in
both theory as well as practice on beamforming. We revisit this
scheme and establish connections between beamforming in the
ULAs case and the non-ULAs case. The following convention
is followed: If I(p) = K + 0(p) for some K finite, we will

p
restrict to writing I(p) = Kp with an understanding that the
focus is on the dominant term in the low-SNR expansion of
average mutual information.

Optimality of Beamforming Along Eigenvectors of Rt:
Consider the case where At and Ar are unitary. As noted
before, in this case Qpt reduces to AtD,ptAfH (with the
beamforming direction j* = arg maxj Ei at2 ). The transmit
covariance matrix Rt is defined as Rt A E [HHH] and in this
setting Rt turns out to be AtE [HHngHang] A H = AtDtA H
where Dt[j] = Ei( oj. Note that the eigenvectors of the
optimal input covariance matrix are also the eigenvectors of
Rt. It is natural to question if this correspondence also holds
in the non-ULAs case. Towards answering this question, note
that a similar relationship holds in the general case:

Rt = AtDtAAH

(12)
Nt

D=jlEZDtZ[j]at[(ktj H (ktj )
j=l

Dt [j] = a 2j E7 A, [k , i] 12 .

Using the SVD of At (= UtAtVH), we have

Rt = Ut (AtAVH DtVtAt) UH
= UtUAU Ut

where we assume an SVD of the form UAUH for the matrix
in parenthesis. From (4), we see that

Qopt = A-HDoptAt-1
= Ut (UAU VH DoptVtAU ) UHt t t

H

where an SVD of the form UAtUH is assumed for the matrix
in the parenthesis. From (13) and (14), we thus see that, in
general the eigenvectors of Qpt and Rt are not the same.

In other words, beamforming along the eigenvectors of Rt
is strictly sub-optimal from a capacity viewpoint in the non-

ULA case. The following proposition captures the loss in
performance by pursuing this sub-optimal scheme. For this,
we need the following definition.

Definition 1: Let B be an n x n Hermitian matrix with

6B,j
(Zkj B [j, k] k(Z j B [k, j]

IB [j]I
Then, B is said to satisfy the Ostrowskii condition for some

a C (0, 1) if
A£AB=- max UB,j < 1.

j=1, ,n
(15)
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The Ostrowskii condition is a measure of the diagonal domi-
nance of B. Note that the extreme cases of a = 0 and a = 1
correspond to whether the diagonal entries dominate the off-
diagonal entries in the row or the column corresponding to
that diagonal entry. The general case of a e (0,1) captures
diagonal dominance over the weighted off-diagonal entries.

Proposition 3: Let the average mutual information of the
above sub-optimal scheme be IR, bf (p) and consider the low-
SNR regime, p < plow where plow is defined in (9). If AfHAt
satisfies the Ostrowskii condition for some a C (0, 1), we have

C (p) - IRt, bf (P) <( A AHA,

C(p) 1 - (AAHAj)

The Ostrowskii condition on AfHAt implies the following:

Amax(Af At) < max (At At [i] + AHAtj)
< 2maxAfHAt [j],

J

Amin (AfHAt) > min (AAt [j]

The above conditions imply that At is well-conditioned and
hence, invertible. However, it is not very clear if well-
conditioning of At is equivalent to (or sufficient to imply)
the Ostrowskii condition. But, the following general principle
holds: The more diagonally dominant AfHAt is, smaller
AAHA, is and the closer the performance of the sub-optimal
scheme when compared with the optimal. For example, in the
special case where At is unitary, as pointed out earlier, both
the schemes coincide and similar conclusions can be inferred
from Prop. 3.

Feedback of Statistical Information: Most works in the
MIMO literature assume that the channel statistics change at
a sufficiently slow rate so that they can be acquired at the
transmitter with negligible cost. While this may be reasonable
in certain low mobility situations, in general, the receiver has
to estimate statistical information and feed back the same
to the transmitter. We now account for the feedback cost of
statistical channel information that is necessary to perform the
low-S N R optimal beamforming scheme.
The transmit/receive array manifold information can be

obtained at the transmitter/receiver, respectively via determin-
istic techniques upon knowledge of antenna geometry and
spacing or long-term averaging techniques that extract the
array information by averaging out the imprint ofthe scattering
environment in the short-term channel statistics. Knowledge
of At and Ar at the transmitter and the receiver, respectively
implies that determining the optimal beamforming direction
requires knowledge of only {Dt [j] I2k Ar [k, i] 12}
at the transmitter. Using its knowledge of At, the transmitter
then computes j* as in (8). Thus, optimal beamforming
requires feedback of Nt positive numbers, {Dt [j]} that are
a function of the short-term channel statistics.

In general, accurate information of {Dt [j]} is not possible
at the transmitter. We will assume that error-free estimates

Dt [j] from a B-bit quantization scheme are available at the
transmitter. The transmitter can use this quantized information
to compute the optimal beamforming direction akin to (8). Al-
ternatively, as described before, the transmitter could estimate
Rt as

Nt

Rt = EDtN[j] at(ktj)at (ktj).
j=l

(16)

Then, the transmitter can signal sub-optimally along the dom-
inant eigenvector of Rt. In the discussion that follows, we
study both these schemes more carefully.
We now describe the B-bit quantization scheme for feed-

back of {Dt [j]}. We assume that the transmitter and the
receiver have an a priori knowledge of the quantization range
[0, (2ax] For example, a suitable choice of 2ax iS

ax C. maxmaxZEg2 EZ Ar [k, j] 2
A 7-

(17)

for some c > 1. The class S corresponds to a representative
family of scattering environments that the transmitter and
the receiver encounter in a given communication scenario.
The choice of c is such that for any scattering environment
encountered and the associated statistics {a21}, we have

(max - 0 (1).
aJ2k Ar [k, i] 12

(18)

The range [0, <ax] iS quantized with B-bits and hence the
length of each quantization interval is 2B3 . We neglect the
error and delay associated with the feedback link. Thus, the
error in estimating Dt [j] for any j is at most ,err = 2fm
The following results characterize the average mutual in-

formation of the optimal beamforming scheme and the sub-
optimal scheme, both with statistical feedback (as described
above). Given any fixed scattering environment, if B is large
enough to quantize the {Dt [j] } finely, the first proposition
claims no loss due to statistical feedback.

Proposition 4: For any given scattering environment, if B
and {Dt [j]} satisfy

2 (minj#j*K(A'At) l[j] (AHAt) l[j*])

+ log2 ( t[j*]

(AtHAt)-l [j*]

72(max I
-maxj7#j* (AHADt [j] Jaxj*(A HAt) -1 [j]/

1 ABmin

then, the optimal scheme does not suffer any loss due to
statistical feedback. U
Following along the same logic of Prop. 4, we have the
following corollary.

Corollary 1: Let Ibf,B(p) denote the average mutual infor-
mation of the optimal scheme with B-bit statistical feedback.
There exist scattering environments and realizations {uo2 }
associated with them such that

C (p) - I-bf,B (P) ( 1 ) -* ( 19)
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Proposition 5: Let 1R,,bf,B(p) denote the
information of the sub-optimal scheme with
feedback. Let UR, denote an eigenvector m
denote by V the matrix UH At. Then, we h

JR,, bf (p) - JR,, bf,B (p)
C(p)

< Amax(At At) |k,V[i, k](Dt[k]-
Amin(AH_At) i: (Amax(Rt)

Combining Prop. 3-5 and Cor. 1, we have
ment of this section.

Theorem 2: For any realization of the chan
relative loss in average mutual information of
scheme satisfies

C(p) - 1R,,bf,B(P) < (tHA

C(p) I1 (AALAt)A
+ Amax (At At) Zk V [i, k] (Dt [k]
+A AA) E> (max (Rt) -

If B > Bmin (which is as above), then the
incurs no loss due to statistical feedback. H
fixed B, there exists channel statistics such
loss in average mutual information of the sub
satisfies
C(p) -Ibf,B(P) 0(1) ( 1

C(P) ~ 2B minj#j* (A'

+(A HAt)-[j*]J

Apart from the low-SNR regime, it is
beamforming is capacity optimal for a considc
range if the channel H has one strong eigen-
other weak eigen-modes. In this context, it
that Bmin measures how ill-conditioned Ha
ill-conditioned Hang is, the smaller Bmin ha
negligible loss with the optimal scheme an
Hang is reasonably well-conditioned, then Bn
large. However, in many practical situations
feedback B that can be afforded is usually
small-B regime is an important (and practical)
be the focus of our attention in the ensuing c

Note that V and AAHAt capture how c
unitary matrix. While V is the projection of
of Rt on to the transmit array manifold, AA/
of the diagonal dominance of AftAt . In the sI
At is unitary, V reduces to I and AfHAt is
AAI At reduces to 0. In this setting, it is st
check that, irrespective of the value of B, the
the loss term for the sub-optimal scheme redu
is, given that At is known at the transmitter
statistical feedback has negligible impact on
scheme. When At is near-unitary, V is clos
matrix and A HAt is near-diagonally domir

average mutual close to zero). Thus, in this case, the upper bound to the loss
B-bit statistical term is close to zero even for small values of B.

Latrix of Rt and On the other hand, for any fixed scattering environment, de-
ave pending on if B < Bmin (corresponding to that environment),

the sub-optimal scheme can lead to a higher throughput than
the optimal' scheme. However, more important is the behavior
of the optimal scheme in response to change in channel

Dt [k])V* [1, k] 2 statistics (possibly due to mobility in practical situations).
- i(Rt))2 Cor. 1 establishes that the low-SNR optimal beamforming

scheme is very sensitive to feedback in this regime and suffers
a worst-case relative distortion on the order of 2 B. In the

the main state- small-B regime, this relative loss could be significantly larger
than that incurred by the sub-optimal scheme (with feedback).

inel statistics, the Thus, from a robustness perspective, the sub-optimal scheme
f the sub-optimal can perform much better than the optimal scheme in practice.

The advantage of the sub-optimal scheme in the case of
statistical feedback is also intuitive upon closer introspection
of the structure of the two signaling schemes. Note that the
optimal signaling scheme performs a transmit array (trans-

Dt [k])V* [1, k] 2 position and) inversion which reduces to signaling along the

AiRt ) 2 ' .transmit array manifold when At is near-unitary. In this case,
Ai(Rt))2 even with low levels of feedback (small-B), the eigenvectors
optimal scheme of Rt are close to those of At. On the other extreme, when

Lowever, for any At is very far from being unitary, the eigenvectors of Rt
that the relative are critically dependent on the diagonal matrix Dt and the

,-optimal scheme proposed scheme has to be studied more carefully. Thus,
our work illustrates the importance of revisiting the case of
optimal signaling under realistic system models that are often

'At) 1[j] encountered in practice.
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